TAREA 1: MONÓLOGO

Prepare and deliver a monologue about your experience with books. Explain what you think about reading and about e-books. Provide arguments that support your opinion.

TAREA 2: DIÁLOGO

You are with two friends speaking about the family. In your opinion, it is better to be an only child than have a lot of brothers and sisters. You expect some disagreement from your friends, so prepare good arguments that support your opinion.

Explain the advantages of being an only child and provide examples. Try to come to an agreement. YOU BEGIN THE DIALOGUE.
TAREA 1: MONÓLOGO

Prepare and deliver a monologue about the homeless. Explain what you think about the homeless in your community and what could be done about them. Provide arguments that support your opinion.
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TAREA 2: DIÁLOGO

You are with two friends speaking about the family. In your opinion, it is better to be the first born among many brothers and sisters. You expect some disagreement from your friends, so prepare good arguments that support your opinion.

Explain the advantages of being the first born in a big family and provide examples. Try to come to an agreement.
Prepare and deliver a monologue about a turning point in your life or a major decision you had to make in your life. Explain what happened and the outcomes of your actions. Provide examples that support your exposition.

You are with two friends speaking about the family. In your opinion, it is better to be twins than have brothers and sisters from different ages. You expect some disagreement from your friends, so prepare good arguments that support your opinion.

Explain the advantages of being twins and provide examples. Try to come to an agreement.